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DISCOURSE ANALYSIS IN THE ESL CLASSROOM:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
GRAMMAR AND CONVERSATION CLASSES
Neil J. Anderson
Brigham Young University

J. R. Firth, noted linguist, once urged all linguists' to study
conversation for, '! ••• it is here that we shall find the key to a better
understanding of what language is and how it works." (Coulthard 1977).
Many linguists and those concerned with language teaching have
recently began to study conversation and oral discourse (Sinclair et el
1975; Hatch 1978; Lezberg and Hilferty 1978; Hinds 1975; Krivinos and
Knapp 1975). They are concerned with the function of utterances and
the structure of discourse. Questions like: who controls the discourse;
how does he do it; how do other speakers take control of the conversation;
how do successive utterances relate to each other; how are new topics
introduced, are all concerns they have. The thing that perhaps
keeps uS from studying discourse is the magnitude of the subject matter.
There is so much to look at.
Recent-trends in discourse analysis research reveal the many branches
of discourse which can be examined, i.e. classroom, distribution of
classroom power, speech events, text analysis, conversational
pragmatics, second language aquisition, unplanned to planned.
Spoken discourse is difficult to analyze because of its impromtu
nature. A conversation may be changed, redirected, interrupted, or
annuled at the will of the speaker. Because of these and other
problems that may arise in conversation I have choosen to analyze the
discourse in the classroom setting. In the classroom there exists a
setting which does not exist in free conversation. The teacher has
considerable control over the subject matter and also for deciding
who will speak when. All the students in a classroom are, hopefully,
trying to communicate with each other. With these variables somewhat
controlled it makes it possible to study the oral discourse and the
functional use of language.
Discourse analysis focuses on linguistic units above the rank of
clause and on their sequences and takes into consideration situational
context and existential meaning.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the oral discourse in two kinds
of ESL classes; grammar and conversation. The discourse in the grammar
class may tend to be much more structured with more teacher talk than the
discourse in a conversation class where the major emphasis is on
developing student communication.
The goal of teachers in a language classroom should be twofold: first,
to provide the grammatical bases for student success and second to
Copyright 1980 by Neil J. Anderson. Used by permission.
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strengthen a student's ability to function and communicate effectively
outside of the classroom setting.
Traditionally we have taught language through grammar (Hawkes 1979).
We have divided the grammar into its different parts and have taught
these one by one gradually moving from the simple to the more difficult.
The process has been one of breaking down the language into smaller
and smaller bits for teaching and the student is expected to
synthesize all these bits of language back into a useful competence
in the language. The teaching process, based on a mechanical analysis
of the grammatical structure and vocabulary of the language, does not
lead to a functional competence in the language (Hawkes 1979).
The communication pattern of most classroom activities is that of a
wheel with the teacher in the central position in a series of one-to-one
verbal exchanges with each student. Such a pattern may be gratifying
to the teacher in his/her central position, but it is unsatisfying to
most of its members because of the relatively passive behavior
required by the majority of the class members (McNaughton 1973).
The teacher must step out of this central position and allow the
students more opportunities to utilize discourse skills. The teacher
must allow more classroom time for student participation. 11any times
teachers are more concerned about giving the students a linguistic or
technical knowledge of the language instead of a functional use.
There has been a growing interest in research which has focused on the
language in the classroom since the late 1940's. Most have been
predominantly undertaken by educators whose interests have had educational
priorities and have represented various philosophical and methodological
models. Rosenshine and Furst point out that " ••• by consulting only
six references, one can easily locate more than 120 different classroom
observational category systems (Bischel 1972).
Between September 1970 and August 1972 a research project was sponsored
by the Social Science Research Council in England. The purpose of their
project was to research lithe English used by teachers and pupils."
(McNaughton 1972). Members of the committee were R. M. Coulthard,
J. McH. Sinclair, I. J. Forsyth, and M~ C. Ashby.
Sinclair and Coulthard in their book Towards ~ Analysis of Discourse:
The English used ~ Teachers and Pupils have devised a system for analyzing
the oral discourse acts in the classroom. The aim was to produce
a descriptive system which has the following four minimum criteria:
(1) The descriptive system should be finite, or else nothing is said at
all, and may merely be creating the illusion of classification. (2) The
symbols or terms in the descriptive system should be relatable to their
exponents and the data, or else it is not clear what is being said. (3) The
data should all be describable; and (4) There must be at least one
impossible combination of symbols. (Sinclair et el 1975).
To reach their objectives they developed five ranks which describe
various patterns. The highest rank and proceeding to the lowest is:
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(1) lesson, (2) transaction, (3) exchange, (4) move, and (5) act.
The basic assumption of the rank scale is that a unit is made up of
different ranks. For example, word, is made up of one or more units
at the same rank to make one unit at the rank above, group. The unit
at the lowest rank has no structure. In grammar, for example, morpheme
is the smallest unit and cannot be subdivided into smaller grammatical
units. If we move from the level of grammar to the level of phonology,
morphemes can be shown to be composed of a series of phonemes. Similarly
the smallest unit at the level of discourse will have no structure,
although it is composed of words, groups or clauses at the level of
grammar (Sinclair et e1 1975).
Each rank above the lowest has a structure which can be expressed in terms
of the units next below. Figure one shows how the largest units of
discourse will overlap with the smallest of non-linguistic organization
and the smallest of discourse with the largest of grammatical organization
(Coulthard 1977).
Non-Linguistic
Organization
course
period
topic

------

-----------

Grammar

Discourse

LESSON
TRANSACTION
EXCHANGE
MOVE
ACT

--

sentence
clause
group
word
morpheme
-

---

-

-

..

-

Taken from Sinclair et el Towards an Analysis ££ Discourse
by J. McR. Sinclair and R. M. Coulthard, p. 24
The level of discourse lies between the level of grammar and non-linguistic
organization. You see that at the top of the discourse scale, lesson,
corresponds roughly to the rank, period, in the non-linguistic level; and
at the bottom of the scale, act, corresponding roughly to the clause
complex in grammar.
To summarize each rank and the elements of that rank I present the following
tables. I will begin with the highest rank, lesson and work down to act.
Rank I: Lesson
The highest rank of classroom discourse is the lesson. The lesson is
made up of a series of transactions. There is no specific ordering of
transactions therefore the lesson will vary according to the individual
teaching styles of the teacher.
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Elements of
Structure

...

Structure

Classes

an. unordered .series of
transactions

Rank II: Transaction
Transactions usually begin with a Preliminary exchange and end with a
Terminal exchange. Within these boundaries a series of medial exchanges
occur. There are eleven medial exchanges which have been identified
(Sinclair et e1 1975) but there are three which occur most frequent:
Inform, Direct, and E1icite.
Informing transactions occur during the presentation of lesson material
by the teacher. During this time the students do very little but
acknowledge. This transaction could be either Teacher or Student initiated
depending on the lesson and topic.
Directing transactions occur as the teacher is requesting the students
to do a certain activity. Eliciting transactions occur when a question
is asked which requires a linguistic response. These may either be
Teacher or Student initiated.
Element of
Structure
Preliminary (P)
Medial (M)
Terminal (T)

Structure

Classes of Exchange

PM (~ ••• ~) (T)

P,T: Boundary
M: Teaching

Rank III: Exchanges
There are two major classes of exchanges: 'Boundary. and Teaching. The
purpose of boundary exchanges are to signal the beginning or end of a
given stage of the lesson. Framing and Focusing moves make up the
boundary exchanges. Teaching exchanges are the individual steps by
which a lesson progresses. Opening, Answering, and Follow-up moves
compose the teaching exchanges.
(B oun d ary )

Element of
Structure
Frame (Fr)
Focus (Fo)

Sturucture

Classes of Hoves

(Fr) (Fo)

Fr: Framing
Fo: Focusing

Structure

Classes of Moves

I (R) (F)

I: Opening
R: Answering
F: Follow-up

(Teaching)
Element of
Sturcture
Initiation (I)
Response (R)
Feedback (F)
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Rank IV: Moves
Moves are made up of acts and are best described by five classes:
Opening, Answering, Follow-up, Framing and Focusing.
Each move has a specific function. The opening moves encourage others
to participate in the discourse. An opening move may give information,
give direction or elicit an answer. Answering moves are complementary
moves to opening moves and will be determined by the purpose of the
opening move.
The follow-up moves indicates to the students that their performance
is acceptable. It is important that feedback follows the students
answering move unless for testing purposes feedback is being withheld
for a given time period.
Framing moves are used by teachers to indicate that one part of the
lesson has ended and that another is beginning. They are marked by words
like: "well,fI flright,fI "now,fI or flgood. fI They usually carry strong
stress and are followed by silent stress.
Framing moves generally precede focusing moves which talk about the
discourse. Focusing moves tell the class what is going to happen or
what has just happened.
(Opening)
Elements of
Structure
signal (s)
pre-head (pre-h)
head (li)
post-head (post-h)
select (sel)

Structures

Classes of Acts

(s) (pre-h) h (post-h)
(sel)
(sel) (pre-h) h

s: marker
pre-h: starter
h: choice of
elicitation,
directive,
information
check
post-h: choice from
prompt and
clue
sel: «cue) bid)
nomination

(pre-h) h (post-h)

pre-h: acknowledge
h: choice of reply,
react, acknowledge
post-h: comment

(Answering)
pre-head (pre-h)
head (h)
post-head (post-h)
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(Follow-up)
pre-head (pre-h)
head (h)
post-head (post-h)

(pre-h) (h) (post-h)

pre-h: accept
h: evaluate
post-h: comment

hq

h: marker
q: silent stress

(s) (pre-h) h (post-h)

s: marker
pre-h: starter
h: choice from
metastatement
or conclusion
post-h: comment

(Framing)
head (h)
qualifier (q)

(Focusing)
signal (s)
pre-head (pre-h)
head (h)
post-head (post-h)

Rank V: Acts
Acts correspond roughly with the rank of clause in grammatical structures
but is quite different. In grammar we are concerned with the formal
properties of an item t while in discourse we are concerned with the
functional purposes of the act. We want to know why a speaker is using
a given act.
There are twenty-two discourse acts which may occur in the classroom
situation. Because of the number of acts possible I will not cover them
here, but would refer you to Sinclair and Coulthard's text: Towards an
Analysis of Discourse; pages 40-44.
Results
I used this system of analysis to evaluate the discourse in four ESL
classes; two grammar classes and two conversation classes on the advanced
and intermediate levels. All four classes were linguistically heterogenous groups of foreign students studying in the intensive English
program at BYU. Four tewnty-minute segments were recorded from each
of the four classes.
There were several oDservations I made while analyzing the discourse.
First, the classes seem to be extremely teacher dominated. The teacher
is taking by far the majority of the time. And when I say the majority
of the time I am not refering to time spent in grammar explanations.
With three exceptions of the sixteen taped segments the teacher was
dominating the class time leaving very little time for student discourse.
The three exceptions were days when the teachers let the students direct
the class discussion.
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A second observation, and this relates to the first, the questioning
techniques of the teachers were enlighting. With the exception of one
teacher the others asked many questions to stimulate conversation or to
get a student response to a grammar question. The teacher would ask a
question and before the students had time to respond the teacher began
to rephrase the question to make it more simple. Usually a third question
would follow which would almost always have the answer in it. Then !he
teacher would nominate a student to respond. The teacher could have
followed the suggested methodologies for questioning techniques and
stopped with the original question, paused, and nominate a student to
respond. Then determine if the question needed to be rephrased or
simplified
Third, correction principles used by the teacher, or not used, caused some
thought on my part. Many students would respond to an illicitation made
by the teacher and there would be a grammatical error on the part on the
student. The teacher obviously heard the grammar error because in the
follow-up of the response he/she would correct the error. With only
a few exceptions the teacher did not bring the error to the attention of
the students. And in some cases the next student to respond would make
an identical error.
The last observation made in the discourse was the teacher trying to
manipulate a student response to fit the grammatical pattern being taught.
Let me share an example, a student would respond to an illicitation and
his/her response would be syntactically correct but wasn't in the particular
grammar pattern being studied. The teacher would begin to correct the
student not making him/her aware of what was wanted. The student would thi
the response was incorrect and after several minutes of struggling
to get another answer the teacher would nominate another student to respond
to the question. Then the first student was made aware that his/her 0
response was syntactically correct but not in the correct pattern. This
particular situation existed in the grammar classes and not in the
conversation classes.
Conclusion
As ESL teachers we need to focus our attention on the language used in
the classroom. Our students need to be given the discourse skills to
properly interact not only in the classroom but also in society. Our
role is to provide those opportunities.
In summary I encourage the following:
First, the class needs to have
more student participation with less teacher talk; second, teachers
should incorporate teaching methodologies in their questioning techniques;
third, teachers should apply correction principles either immediately or
in post-utterance; and forth, teachers should be conscious of manipulating
student responses to fit the grammar principle being taught.
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